CONCEPT

A library is a place containing collections of resources, materials, and opportunity for individuals to use. In this space users are expected to read, write, study, and socialize. We looked at light as a tool to enhance the spaces they are in and the tasks associated with said space. Overall, when designing the lighting in the library we aimed to make the spaces feel pleasant and clean. We used a color temperature between 3000-4000K so that the areas are comfortable and vibrant enough to promote productivity. Throughout the library we used recessed LED lights for simplicity and efficiency. To make certain areas distinct we suspended the ceiling and integrated lights in the design. We used the various ceiling heights in the rooms to our advantage by placing different types of luminaries to highlight the task or the function of the space.

SECTION THROUGH READING ROOM 1

LIGHTING LEGEND

- Vode - Zip Three Ceiling Cable 707
- Cooper - Shaper - 845 Loop Pendant
- Cooper - IO LED - Cov0
- Flexlighting - Prince - Recessed Lighting
- Flexlighting - David - Track Lighting
- Eco Sense - Tro L35 Interior Cove
- Louispolusen - Patera
- Lucifer Lighting - Fraxion4
- Flos - Light Stripe Dali
- Bega - Shielded Pendant 50 246
- Flos - Spot 120 Dimmable 1-10v